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Abstract: Commercial resistive gas sensors exhibit various sensitivity to numerous gases 
when working at different elevated temperatures. That effect is due to a change in velocity 
of adsorption and desorption processes which can be modulated by temperature. Thus, to 
reach better selectivity of gas detection, we propose to apply a known method (called the 
sampling-and-hold method) of cooling down the gas sensor in the presence of the 
investigated gas, and the fluctuation enhanced sensing. The adsorbed gas molecules were 
captured in the porous gas sensing layer and then slowly released by heating up. We 
observed a significant (greater than one order) change of the normalized low-frequency 
resistance noise during the process of slow heating up. That change was characteristic for 
different investigated gases. Moreover, the resistance noise reached its minimum at the 
temperature characteristic for the adsorbed gas. This effect can be explained by differences 
in the activation energy of the adsorbed gas molecules. The observed results are very 
promising for improving gas detection by determining the position of minimal noise intensity 
and can be utilized in practice. 

Highlights: 
• Additional information can be gathered by a single resistive gas sensor using the

fluctuation enhanced sensing and a change of gas sensor working temperature
• Selectivity of gas sensor can be increased by measuring changes of resistance

fluctuations when its working temperature increases after exposition to the investigated
gas
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1. Introduction 

Resistive gas sensors are popular commercial sensors applied in numerous gas detection 
systems [1-4]. They are reliable and can work even a few years without almost any 
maintenance. The main driving force of improving their use is their low selectivity and 
sensitivity, often limiting their application to signaling a threshold crossing of the selected 
gas concentration. The simplest method of improving their selectivity is a temperature 
modulation of the gas sensing layer [5]. An improvement in gas detection can be also 
reached by adding some impurities activating adsorption-desorption processes [6]. These 
methods were investigated in various gas sensing layers [3, 7]. 

Another proposed method utilizes low frequency resistance fluctuations (1/f-like noise) 
across the gas sensing layer and is called the fluctuation enhanced sensing (FES) [8-10]. That 
method assures much better gas sensor sensitivity due to generation of a low frequency 
noise by random processes, responsible for fluctuations of the potential barrier between 
grains and related to adsorption-desorption processes, as observed in other grainy materials 
[11]. We estimated the power spectral density of generated resistance fluctuations by 
observing voltage fluctuations across the gas sensor biased by the DC voltage [12]. The 
intensity and slope of estimated power spectral density can be utilized to improve gas sensor 
sensitivity. Such a method was applied in practice to determine intensity of essential oil 
scents in aromatherapy [13].  

The FES increases selectivity of gas detection as well (e.g. detection of gas mixture 
components by a single gas sensor [10]), but further progress is still required. That method 
was modified by utilizing the low frequency noise measurement after cooling down the 
sensor at the atmosphere of detected gas [14]. The method is called the sampling-and-hold 
FES method. The output pattern of that method is the spectrum measured at a low 
temperature when molecules of the detected gas are kept inside the porous gas sensing 
layer (adsorbed to its grains) and influence the 1/f-like noise intensity by changing the 
potential barrier between the grains and its fluctuations [15]. The method was applied in 
numerous experimental studies and the published results confirmed its usefulness in the gas 
sensing area [16, 17]. 

Consequently, we propose a modification of the sampling-and-hold FES method to shed 
light on differences in adsorption-desorption processes of various gases by applying an 
altered measurement procedure. The proposed modification combines the known sampling-
and-hold FES method with activation of adsorption-desorption processes by a change of the 
sensor temperature. The gas molecules adsorbed to grains of the gas sensing layer require 
an energy sufficient to induce desorption. The presence of adsorbed gas molecules changes 
the potential barrier between grains and modifies the 1/f-like noise intensity. We can 
suppose that increasing temperature should change the low frequency noise by 
intensification of desorption processes and continuous release of the captured gas 
molecules to the moment when the gas molecules evaporate completely into the ambient 
atmosphere. When that process occurs, the gas sensing layer temperature should be 
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characteristic for the adsorbed gas because it depends on its activation energy. Such an 
effect should certainly improve gas detection by adding this information as the input data 
for various detection algorithms [18, 19]. 

 

2. Measurement procedure 

In this experimental study we have applied the FES method at various temperatures for 
the commercial TGS 816 gas sensor specimens, comprising the SnO2 gas sensing layer. We 
used the procedure presented in Fig. 1. The investigated sensor was cleansed by applying 
overheating pulses in the atmosphere of synthetic air only. Next, after one hour of keeping 
the sensor in the synthetic air only and at its working temperature of 250°C, equivalent to 
the heating voltage of 5 V [20], the investigated gas (ammonia or ethanol) was introduced. 
After one additional hour the sensor was cooled down to the room temperature by 
decreasing its heating voltage in the ambient atmosphere of the selected gas. That stage 
assured adsorption of the gas molecules to the grain surface. Then, the sensor was again 
placed in the ambient atmosphere of synthetic air only, and was slowly heated up to its 
working temperature. That last phase increased the energy of the adsorbed gas molecules 
which were in the meantime being slowly released, and – finally – the sensor exhibited the 
same properties (i.e., the DC resistance, low frequency noise) as at the beginning of 
experiment. The sensor temperature was being raised slowly to assure stable measurement 
conditions of 1/f-like noise and to avoid any drifts.  

 

3. Experimental results 

Two TGS 816 type sensor specimens were used in the experiment. They exhibited 
different DC resistances in the same conditions due to some unavoidable technological 
differences in thickness of the applied gas sensing SnO2 layer [20]. When the sensors were 
subjected to the presented sampling-and-hold procedure (Fig. 1) we observed that the 
sensor DC resistance preserves information about the exposed atmosphere. That result was 
observed for the investigated gases: ammonia (NH3) (Fig. 2) and ethanol (C2H5OH) (Fig. 3). 
When the voltage UH dropped below the nominal value of 5 V, and – proportionally to its 
value – so did the gas sensing layer temperature, the adsorbed gas molecules stayed within 
the gas sensing layer and changed the sensor DC resistance. That change depended on the 
applied ambient gas. The most intense changes of DC resistances – as a result of the applied 
sampling-and-hold procedure – were observed at UH ≈ 3 V (corresponding to the 
temperature of 160°C for the gas sensing layer) and for ammonia. It means that the 
temperature of 160°C is still sufficiently low to keep the adsorbed molecules at the SnO2 
grain surface. Further increasing the heating voltage results in reaching by the molecules the 
energy sufficient to escape the gas sensing layer and losing by the sensor its memory about 
being exposed to the former gas atmosphere. 
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The experiments were rerun a few times to check repeatability of the data. Differences 
between the consecutive runs have not exceeded 8%. Additionally, we have tried to 
determine how long the adsorbed gas molecules can be preserved within the gas sensor 
structure after cooling it down to the room temperature. Almost the same results of DC 
resistance and noise power spectral density were observed until the next day. Further 
prolonging that time resulted in a release of the absorbed gas molecules and slow returning 
to the sensor DC resistance value observed in the synthetic air, at the beginning of the 
experiment. 

A 1 liter gas chamber was used during the experiment. The gas flow has not exceeded 
0.3 l/min to avoid turbulences around the gas sensor. The measurement setup was placed in 
a laboratory at the atmospheric pressure and temperature of 21°C. 

We have measured voltage fluctuations across the biased gas sensor simultaneously 
heating up the sensor to induce a release of the adsorbed gas molecules. The details of the 
applied noise measurement system can be found elsewhere [12]. The estimated voltage 
power spectral density measured at the given sensor bias DC voltage U was normalized to U2 
value, then transformed into the power spectrum of resistance fluctuations SR(f), and 
eventually normalized to the square R2 of the sensor DC resistance by applying the method 
described in detail in literature [16]. That procedure assures that the normalized spectrum 
SR(f)/R2 is independent from the driving resistance connected in series with the sensor to the 
bias battery. The applied low noise measurement system was able to identify the 1/f-like 
noise generated in the gas sensor when the sensor bias DC voltage U exceeded a fraction of 
Volt only. For the heating voltage range 2.5 V ≤ UH ≤ 5 V we assured that the applied sensor 
bias voltage was limited to the range 0.25 V ≤ U ≤ 5 V. It means that the observed low 
frequency noise was generated within the sensor structure and the applied bias voltage was 
sufficiently low not to influence its temperature. The 1/f-like noise product was exposed by 
multiplying the quotient SR(f)/R2 by the frequency f and assuring presentation of the 1/f-like 
noise as a horizontal line (Fig. 4). We have observed that the 1/f-like noise dominated at the 
low frequency range, even up to a few kHz when the sensor was at its working (and 
suggested by the producer) temperature of 250°C, at UH = 5 V [4, 12, 21]. At lower UH the 
1/f-like noise is buried by the thermal noise – except of the range of very low frequencies 
only (e.g. at UH = 3.5 V the 1/f-like noise dominates only up to tens of Hz, see Fig. 4, Fig. 5) – 
and depends on the adsorbed molecules of the ambient gas. 

The experimental data led to the conclusion that the 1/f-like noise changed its intensity 
due to the sensor temperature increase and this process depended on the applied gas. Such 
behavior should be potentially very useful for improving gas detection efficacy because it 
should be different for various gases. That issue can be observed more vividly by analyzing 
the product SR(f)/R2 measured at various heating voltages UH and normalized to its value 
observed at UH = 5 V. We have selected two frequencies: f = 2 Hz (Fig. 6) and f = 0.78 Hz 
(Fig. 7) to present the product SR(f)/R2, when the 1/f-like noise dominates at all investigated 
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temperatures. The curves show significantly different behavior for the investigated gases: 
ammonia (Fig. 6) and ethanol (Fig. 7). The presented data were obtained by averaging the 
product f⋅SR(f)/R2 over five frequency bins around the mentioned frequencies f = 2 Hz and 
f = 0.78 Hz respectively to limit the random error of the estimated power spectrum of 
resistance fluctuations. 

Very similar shapes of the curves describing changes of the normalized product SR(f)/R2 
were obtained for both investigated gases. The normalized noise intensity decreased with 
the temperature of the gas sensing layer reaching its minimum around UH ≈ 4.7 V for 
ammonia (Fig. 6) and UH ≈ 4.2 V for ethanol (Fig. 7). The rate of decreasing the noise 
intensity with the temperature rise was significantly different for both gases. The same 
experiments were repeated after a few days and we got very similar results. We have to 
emphasize that the observed 1/f-like noise intensity was different for both specimens of the 
investigated gas sensor type. It means that any practical application of the proposed method 
would require a preliminary calibration, as in other cases using DC resistance measurements 
in gas detection systems. 

 

4. Discussion 

The presented experimental results of applying the sampling-and-hold FES method 
provide an opportunity to increase selectivity of gas sensing by a single gas sensor at the cost 
of prolonged measurements and additional computations. We have observed a presence of 
minimum in the resistance 1/f-like noise intensity at the selected temperature, proportional 
to the applied heating voltage UH (Fig. 6, Fig. 7). That effect can be explained by increasing 
intensity of desorption processes leading to a slow release of gas molecules adsorbed in the 
sampling phase (Fig. 1). This process reduces the 1/f-like noise till the moment when the 
captured gas molecules evaporate completely from the gas sensing layer. It happens at 
different temperatures, characteristic for the investigated gases, and can be used to improve 
gas detection. A further temperature raise caused an increase of low frequency noise. This 
effect can be explained by scaling the 1/f noise intensity linearly with the temperature when 
the gas sensing layer does not change its ambient atmosphere because of earlier 
evaporation of the captured gas molecules. 

The process of releasing gas molecules starts for both gases at the heating voltage 
UH ≈ 3 V (Fig. 6, Fig. 7). We can suppose that below the temperature of 160°C, corresponding 
to that heating voltage, a probability of releasing the captured gas molecules is very small. 
The assumption of a slow release of the captured gas molecules at sufficiently low 
temperatures was confirmed by the fact that the same experimental results were observed 
even after one day of keeping the gas sensor with the “frozen” molecules at the room 
temperature. 
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The presented idea of getting information characteristic for various gases could be 
applied in practical gas detection systems, giving a response even within minutes. As we 
have seen (e.g. in Fig. 6), a change of noise intensity was observed at the heating voltage 
around 3 V. It means that the process of cooling down the sensor and further heating it up 
does not require so wide temperature range as we have applied in our experimental study. 
The process of relatively fast cooling and heating could be accelerated using an electronic 
controller (e.g. the Peltier module for cooling), using another commercial sensor having a 
smaller gas sensing layer volume, and limiting changes of the heating voltage to the range of 
3.5÷4.5 V only. Additionally, a small gas chamber with an electric air pump would assure 
conditions necessary for noise measurements at the ambient atmosphere of synthetic air 
during heating up. 

It has to be underlined that the temperature modulation of gas sensing layer was 
efficiently used to improve gas detection, as reported many times [3, 22-24]. Typically, we 
apply a stepwise change of the heating voltage to modulate the gas sensor temperature and 
get a sensor response in a reasonable time. We suppose that a similar procedure could be 
applied for the proposed sampling-and-hold FES procedure after necessary investigation. 
Thus, we could improve gas detection at a reasonable measurement time and energy 
consumption by utilizing a single gas sensor as reported in other gas sensing applications [25, 
26]. More advanced systems would apply complex mathematical algorithms to improve 
detection accuracy as proposed in various gas sensing systems and to be more competitive 
with other methods, requiring more expensive and bulky sensors [27, 28]. 

 

5. Conclusions 

In this exploratory study the DC resistance and its fluctuations were observed in TGS 816 
gas sensors when the heating voltage was decreased down to zero to reach the room 
temperature at the presence of investigated gases, and then heated up in the ambient 
atmosphere of synthetic air to observe changes of resistance noise due to evaporation of the 
adsorbed gas molecules. The observed results confirm that the proposed modification of the 
well-known sampling-and-hold FES method reveals new information, useful for gas 
detection. We have observed that the product SR(f)/R2 reaches its minimum at the 
temperature (heating voltage UH) which depends on the detected gas. Moreover, we can 
suppose that the slope determining how fast the product SR(f)/R2 changes with the 
temperature is characteristic for the gas preserved in the gas sensing layer. Both facts could 
be utilized to improve selectivity of gas detection by a single resistive gas sensor. 
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Captions to the figures 

 

Fig. 1.  Illustration of the sampling-and-hold FES method 

Fig. 2.  Changes of TGS 816 (specimen No 1) commercial gas sensor DC resistance R during 
heating up in the ambient atmosphere of synthetic air by increasing heating voltage 
UH when the sensor was previously cooled down to room temperature in the 
atmosphere of synthetic air (continuous line) or ammonia 100 ppm (dashed line) 

Fig. 3.  Changes of TGS 816 (specimen No 2) commercial gas sensor DC resistance R during 
heating up in the ambient atmosphere of synthetic air by increasing heating voltage 
UH when the sensor was previously cooled down to room temperature in the 
atmosphere of synthetic air (continuous line) or ethanol 100 ppm (dashed line) 

Fig. 4.  The product of power spectral density SR(f) of resistance fluctuations observed in the 
gas sensor TGS 816 (specimen No 1) and normalized to its squared DC resistance R2 
and multiplied by frequency f in the ambient atmosphere of synthetic air (continuous 
line) or ammonia 100 ppm (dotted line); the heating voltage UH = 3.5 V (184°C) 

Fig. 5.  The product of power spectral density SR(f) of resistance fluctuations observed in the 
gas sensor TGS 816 (specimen No 2) and normalized to its squared DC resistance R2 
and multiplied by frequency f in the ambient atmosphere of synthetic air (continuous 
line) or ethanol 100 ppm (dotted line); the heating voltage UH = 3.5 V (184°C) 

Fig. 6.  The product of power spectral density SR(f) of resistance fluctuations observed in the 
gas sensor TGS 816 (specimen No 1) divided by the squared sensor DC resistance R2 
at the selected frequency f = 2 Hz versus heating voltage UH after cooling down in the 
ambient atmosphere of ammonia 100 ppm; the product SR(f)/R2 was normalized to 
its value observed at the heating voltage UH = 5 V 

Fig. 7.  The product of power spectral density SR(f) of resistance fluctuations observed in the 
gas sensor TGS 816 (specimen No 2) divided by the squared sensor DC resistance R2 
at the selected frequency f = 0.78 Hz versus heating voltage UH after cooling down in 
the ambient atmosphere of ethanol 100 ppm; the product SR(f)/R2 was normalized to 
its value observed at the heating voltage UH = 5 V 
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Figure 6. 
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Figure 7. 
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